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Abstract 
“The new construction of a building is the particular case of its conversion.” (F. Haller) 
 
The design of a hospital is a very complex task as the influences on the design are numerous. 
Hospitals have to deal with a great variety of services: highly technical examination areas, operation 
theatres, wards, logistics and sophisticated technical systems.  
 
In many hospitals today, especially the new mono-bloc and mono-space structures, these services 
are mixed all together in the same building complex. Designs of processes are usually driven by short 
term considerations and neglect the fact that a hospital is facing permanent conversions, which risk 
to affect their functionality.    
 
This way the lifetime of the whole complex is determined by the services with the shortest expected 
operating life causing major impact on the whole system: The reconversion works of these facilities 
impact the whole hospital, causing expensive temporary relocation of non-concerned services and 
sometimes demolishing and reconstruction. 
 
The Life cycle hospital approach integrates already in an early design stage the lifecycle of different 
services by taking into account their specific lifetime. The design has to anticipate how to refurbish, 
extend or replace parts of the building without impacting the whole process. This design approach 
creates a new typology of hospitals and helps clients to schedule in advance refurbishments and 
minimize loss of investments.  
 
The Lifecycle Hospital is a modular hospital design approach, looking to implement structures that 
offer a maximum of flexibility. The technical infrastructures are designed with the same modular 
approach and can this way facilitate maintenance by offering enough flexibility to adapt services to 
new technical constraints. By adopting a radical “object-based-design” approach these hospitals will 
rely on prefabricated module elements that only will be assembled on site. This will create the 
possibility to achieve better coordinated and maintainable building components with a high-end, 
industrial quality standard. The object based design seeks to reduce the whole building’s systems to 
a set of identical building components that enhance standardization. 
 
The Lifecycle Hospital looks to anticipate future developments and new trends in healthcare to 
provide a prefect tool that can easily adapt to a changing demands by integrating latest technologies 
and providing space for dynamic examination- and therapy areas. 
 
The Lifecycle Hospital design approach is illustrated on recent hospital projects of the office.  
 


